Guru Gobind Singh

EXCELLENT MILITARY LEADER
Battles are fought by soldiers as a team under the
leadership of a commander. The soldiers must be physically
strong and well trained in the use of weaponary. They must
be capable of withstanding strenuous conditions which may
prevail in the battlefield. The commander of the soldiers
must have basic individual fighting qualities and must have
an extra charisma that inspries his soldiers to fight as a well
unified team. Such a leader commands and not demands
respect. He does not say - Go and do it. Instead he says - Let
us do it. A military leader pays great attention towards
raising all round standard of his soldiers by giving special
attention to these subjects :
1. Training 2. Morale 3. Welfare 4. State of
Weapons, arons and emanation 5. Communication and
information system.
Guru Gobind Singh-as military leader
Bhai Nand Lal ji has sketched Guru's personality in
persian verses. One can draw conclusions that Guru ji had a
majestic and magnetic spiritual personality
ekfdo/ jo eko r[o[ r'fpzd fz;zx.

p/e;k ok :ko r[o{ r'fpzd f;zx..
(He is capable of all accomplishments and
is protector of helpless).
He was an excellent marksman in archery and
gunfiring. He could wield the sword at lightening speed and
was a remarkable horseman. He was courageous and his
two letters Fatehnamah and Zafarnama addressed to
Aurangzeb are an excellent examples of moral courage. His
ability to endure physical hardships was extraordinary. He
and his Sikhs had left Anandpur Sahib on the night of 21/22
December 1704. After decisive skirmishes first at Sirsa
Nadi, then at mud fortress of Chamkaur Sahib and when
reached Machhiwara, he had been without rest for over 72
hours.
Leadership traits
A good military leader must have capabilities those
would keep his men tied to him whatever be the battle
situation. Guru's soldiers fought many battles with courage,
sincerity, loyally and with confidence. Guru's fights were
not for capturing any territory rather these were for fighting
the tyrants. Guru Ji inculcated high moral values among his
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followers while fighting. Even Bhai Ghanaya served water
in the battlefield to wounded soldiers regardless which side
he belonged.
Training
The majority of the soldiers (Sikhs) were from low
strata of the society, weak of body, confidence and
discipline, Guru ji himself was very fond of hunting. He had
realized that to sharpen the soldier skills of his Sikhs, there
was nothing better than hunting where one encounters very
swift, cunning and ferocious animals in the jungle.
Initially arms needed by the Guru's army were
made by Muslim blacksmith which were of poor quality.
This task was later taken over by Sikligirs who were highly
expert craftsman and totally devoted to the Guru.
Resources available
Battles are fought with men, materials, money and
time, the hands of the Guru were very tight in these
resources. He had to encounter and thwart the attacks of
enemy five to ten times superior to him in number. The first
battle was fought by the Guru at the age of 21 years. In the
next 16 years, he had to face the enemy nearly thirteen times
in big or small confrontations. Offerings of the devotees
and Daswandh were two major sources of much needed
money for purchasing weapons, horses etc. These sources
were not enough but devotees (Sikhs) were so much
devoted to Guru that when need arose, every Sikh would
come to fight for him with whatever weapons they had in
their hands.
Motivation
He motivated his followers by appreciation and by
his own example. Bhai Bachittar Singh became so bold by
Guru's blessings that he mortally injured the intoxicated
elephant . He was proud of his Sikhs & praised them :
fJB jh eh feqgk e/ ;i/ jw j?A,

Bjh w' ;' rohp eo'o go/.
(I am respected only on
account of these followers)
Intelligence
Guru's faithful devotees spread over Punjab towns
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and villages acted like additional eyes and ears of the Guru.
Very often sufficient information would reach him about the
impending operation by Mughals or Hill chieftains as his
followers always supplied the information about the
strength of the enemy and their route of movements.
Conclusion
Guru ji generated the spirit of martial art among the
Sikhs and changed their mindset completely with traits of
bravery, courage and fearlessness. He transformed his Sikhs
into Sant-Sipahees who were to fight for the cause of
righteousness even if one has to sacrifice one's life. He told
his followers to grasp his thoughts in true spirit by following
his real life mission.

Xow ubktB ;zs T[pkoB.

d[;N ;GB e' w{b T[gkoB..
(To promote true Dharma, to support Saints
and to uproot the tyrants and evil persons)
It is remarkable that Badshah-Darvesh Guru
Gobind Singh achieved so much in such a short time with so
many odds against him.
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Wanted Boys
1.

27 yr, 5'

B.Tech., MBA, DS. 10204

2.

24 yr, 5'1"

B.A., B.Ed. DS. 9745

3.

19 yr, 5'4"

Under Graduation, DS. 10260

4.

26 yr, 5'6"

+2, House Hold, DS. 10273

5.

29 yr, 4'10"

M.A., B.Ed. (Govt. Job), DS.9282

6.

30 yr, 5'4"

A.M.JE Engineer, DS. 10295

7.

23 yr, 5'5"

C.A., Own Office, DS. 10296

8.

34 yr, 5'3"

+2, N.T.T. (Govt. Job), Divorce, DS. 10825

9.

30 yr, 5'

M.A., M.Ed., Divorce, DS. 10830

10. 32 yr, 5'4"

B.A., Computer, DS. 10832

Wanted Girls
1.

31 yr, 5'9"

B.H.M.S., M.D. (Honr) Self Clinic, DS. 9717

2.

31 yr, 5'5"

B.C.A., Software (Mobile Shop), DS. 9751

3.

26 yr, 5'9"

MBA, DS. 9717

4.

30 yr, 5'7"

Under Graduate, (Business) Embroidery, DS. 9755

5.

31 yr, 5'10"

Graduate, (Own Business), DS. 9770

6.

26 yr, 6'

B.A., Job (Own Dairy Farm), DS. 9711

7.

31 yr, 6'

B.B.A.,M.B.A. Marketing (Shop), DS. 9786

8.

27 yr, 5'8"

M.B.A., (Easyday Service), DS. 9789

9.

44 yr, 5'10"

M.Com, (Coaching Centre), Divorce, DS. 9040

10. 31 yr, 5'5"

r[of;Zy pZu/$pZuhnK
d/ foFfsnK bJh
;zgoe eo'

rijstrySn PIs

1000/-

+2, Own Business, Divorce, DS. 10805
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